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Zbigniew Haratynx Tadeusz Kempisty. Stefan Mikolaiewski, Edward Rurarz; An Attempt
of Application of Short Lived 44K Activity Induced in the 44Ca(n,p)44K Reaction Using 14
MeV Neutrons for Total Body Calcium Assessment in Human Subject, The status of in
vivo neutron activation analysis techniques for the measurement of total body calcium in
human subject is reviewed. Relevant data on the nuclear characteristics of calcium isotopes
during interaction with neutrons ranging from slow up to 14 MeV neutrons are
presented. Physical aspects of the measurement of in vivo total body calcium (TBCa) using

4K activity induced in the 44Ca(n,p)44K (Tm= 22.3 min) reaction by 14 MeV neutrons are
discussed. The measurement of delayed y-ray emitted during decay of activities induced in
enriched 44Ca, natCa, phantom filled with water solution of natural calcium and skeletal arm
are considered. Results of measurements on the phantom and skeletal arm indicate a
possibility to measure the TBCa using the 44K activity.

Zbigniew Haratynx Tadeusz Kempisty. Stefan Mikolajewski . Edward Rurarz: Proba
zastosowania krotkozyciowei aktywnosci 44K wzbudzanej w reakcji 44Ca(n.p)44K
neutronami o energii 14 MeV do oceny caikowitej zawartosci wapnia w organizmie
ludzkim. W pracy dokonano przeglajiu technik pomiarowych caikowitej zawartosci wapnia
w organizmie ludzkim, w ktorych wykorzystywano neutronowe metody analizy
aktywacyjnej in vivo. Przedstawiono aktualne charakterystyki ja^drowe izotopow wapnia
przy ich oddzialywaniu z neutronami termicznymi i 14 MeV. Przedyskutowano fizyczne
aspekty pomiaru in vivo caikowitej ilosci wapnia w organizmie ludzkim, wykorzystuja_c do
tego celu nie stosowana^do tej pory aktywnosc 44K (Tm- 22 min), wzbudzona^ neutronami
o energii 14 MeV w reakcji 44Ca(n,p)44K. Dla potwierdzenia tej idei wykonano serie
pomiarow aktywnosci promieniowania gamma, wzbudzonych w silnie wzbogaconej
probce 44Ca, naturalnym wapniu, fantomie wypelnionym wodnym roztworem azotanu
wapnia i ramieniu z ludzkiego szkieletu. Otrzymane wyniki pomiarow z fantomu i
ramienia szkieletu jednoznacznie wskazuja_ na mozliwosc oznaczenia caikowitej ilosci
wapnia w organizmie ludzkim, wykorzystuja^c do tego celu promieniowanie gamma 44K.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With more than 3 decades of clinical experience there is general agreement that In Vivo
Neutron Activation Analysis (IVNAA) is an useful non-destructive, painless and non-
invasive procedure for assessing status of total bone mass (calcium content) in human body.
The procedure determines the body calcium by measurement of 49Ca and 37Ar activities
induced in the 48Ca (n,y) 49Ca (most frequently used) or 40Ca(n,a) 37Ar reactions. Each of
them has well known advantages and shortcomings. The best characteristics of the optimum
reaction for use in IVNAA of total body calcium is up to now an open question. A single
and reliable method for in vivo total body calcium determination is still needed for medical
application in terrestrial and planetary conditions (calcium loss resulting from
weightlessness or bedrest during long-drawn space missions). As a possible candidate we
propose to use the 44K (T1/2 = 22.1 min) activity formed in the 2.086% abundant 44Ca in the
44Ca(n,p) 44K reaction using 14 MeV neutrons. The 44K nucleus disintegrates to 44Ca
through P'-decay (Qp -value is about 5.7 MeV) and many y-rays with energies up to 5.2
MeV have been observed [1] in the 44Ca nucleus.

In order to check our suggestion we have undertaken a .systematic study of 44K activity
induced in 1) ^Ca enriched (up to 98.6%) and 2) natural Ca samples, 3) phantom filled
with the water solution of calcium nitrate and 4) arm of human skeleton. A 14 MeV
neutron generator and satisfactory a total body counter existing in our Institutes in Swierk
were used in our study.

2. OSTEOPOROSIS, CALCIUM AND ITS NUCLEAR PROPERTIES

Bone is a dynamic mineral reserve bank in which body stores its calcium in a metabolically
stable and structurally useful way[2]. Bone is a composite material made up of organic
(30%) and an inorganic (mineral) components (70%). The organic components consist
primarily of a matrix (98%) of collagen (95%) and noncollagenousl proteins (5%) and cells
(2%) that produce osteoblasts (see Figl). The inorganic or mineral component of the
bone consists of hydroxyapatite (95%) with the composition [Caio(P04)6(OH)2] and
variable quantities (5%) of other elements as phosphorous (P), sulfur (S), sodium (Na),
potassium (K), magnesium (Mg), chloride (Cl) and fluoride (F), which play an important
structural and metabolic roles. Certain substances present in blood tend to be deposited in
relation to the organic matrix. The surface ions of the bone are in equlibrium with the body
fluids bathing these crystals and certain ions in the blood become associated with the bone
crystals by exchange processes. Living bone is a dynamic metabolically active organ, never
metabolically at rest, so it constantly remodels reapriopriates its matrix and mineral stores
along lines of mechanical stress. Loss of calcium from the body components and fluids
through disease processes in often replaced by calcium from bones.

When asset of the bone bank fall below normal for given body size, age, sex and race,
osteoporosis * results. The age related bone loss begins in both sexes at about 40 and
increases with aging.

*Osteoporosis is the most common skeletal disorder refering to a state of decreased mass per unit
volume (density) of normaly mineralized bone, which renders the skeleton more liable to fracture.



In addition to the well established age-related and sex-related effects on the bone loss, a
number of risk factors and causative factors (see Table I) influence the development of
osteoporosis. Also some therapies can lead to a bone mineral loss (e.g the administration of
corticosteroids).
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Fig. 1 Composition of bone



Table I. Risk Factors for Osteoporosis

l)Age
2) Sex
3) Race
4) Menopause and estrogen deficiency
5) Body size
6) Heredity
7) Reproductive history and lactacium
8) Physical inactivity
9) Smoking

10) Alcoholism
11) Falls
12) Dietary factors
13) Diabetes
14) Hypercalciuria

An interesting example of calcium loss occurs in the bodies of astronauts which results
from weightlessness or bedrest during long-drawn space missions (profound and rapid
losses of skeletal and muscle mass, hipercalciuria that persisted for all days of
weightlessness with no sign of abating). This rapid relentless long-term loss of bone
occuring outside the earth's gravitational field suggests potential problems for longer space
missions and provides a fertile area for further investigation.

Therefore it is of great interest, for the care of calcium patients and others, to be able to
accurately monitor the whole - body calcium content of the human body. The measurement
of total body calcium has become an important diagnostic tool of osteoporosis, osteopenia
and other diseases involving the disturbance of calcium metabolism.

Estimates of calcium content must somehow assess the amount in the bone mineral. One
approach has been to measure the calcium content indirectly by attempting to estimate the
density of the bone, because calcium is the principal radiopaque material in bone.
Conventional radiographs of bone have compared the density of ossesous tissue with a
standard. A principal difficulty was that the X-ray beam was not monoenergetic. The
absorption of each X-ray wave length was different, which made the the measurements of
bone density only approximative. There have been two recent advances to improve this
situation: 1) X-ray Computerized Tomography (XCT) can provide a cross-sectional image
of the bone. In addition the densities are computer processed and reflect more correctly
the true density and, hence the content. Even here, the multienergetic nature of X-ray beam
may cause problems. 2) Because even X-ray CT beam is not monoenergetic Single Photon
Absorption (SPA) densitometry using a monoenergetic source of photon [as an example,
125I which emits y -ray with 35 keV energy, 153Gd (44 and 100 keV) or 241Am (60 keV)]
is applicable (but only to some regions of human body, - arm, leg etc.). Dual photon
absorptionmetry (DPA) measures the atteuation of two separate photon energies. The
difference in attenuation produced by two energies permits a two-component system of
bone mineral and soft tissue to be analyzed and enables errors resulting from soft tissue
inhomogeneities to be minimised. The technique can be applied to any part of the body.



More recently, a Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) has been developed using X-
ray sources to measure the bone mineral content, including that in the vertebrae. The two
effective X-ray energies of approximately 40 and 70 keV are achieved by rapid kilovoltage
switching. The DEXA is faster, have improved spatial resolution, is more precise and give
lower radiation exposure to the patient than DP A. The DEXA is expected to replace the
DP A. Each of the above mentioned techniqes is applicable for the extremities and does not
measure the total body calcium. Although the plain radiography is useful in the initial
evaluation of osteoporosis, it is the least sensitive method for assessing the bone density.
Radiographic techniques are also inadequate for the detection of a subtle change in bone
which results from disease. It is difficult to make quantitative measurements using this
technique with better than 10-20% accuracy. The techniques employing photon absorption,
while precise yield information only on localized bones of the extremities. It is equally
difficult and inadmissible to extrapolate to the whole human body bone mass from a study
of a part of the body by radiographic (XCT), single (dual) energy absorptionmetry or bone
biopsy samples. For example, the calcium content of bone in limbs is not necessarily
representative of total body calcium. Also during patient's examination (painless) a low
associated radiation dose is of the order of 2mSv . The methods considered hitherto have
all involved the measurement of the transmision or scattering of photons of ionising
radiation.

Neutron activation analysis is different and involves elemental analysis. In vivo neutron
activation analysis (IVNAA) is an important established technique for determinig the body
elemental composition.lt may be used to determine both the absolute amount of some body
elements (including calcium!) or changes with time [3,4,5 and references therein].
Estimation of the calcium content of the entire body is feasible, exactly by means of the
IVNAA [3 ] .Patient is exposed to a ,,flash" of neutrons at a dose level equivalent or less
than that of a normal X-ray or radioisotope examinations. The neutrons make the calcium
isotopes radioactive. The radiation emitted during the subsequent decay of the induced
radioactivity is then measured with a high sensitivity counting system external to the body
(non-invasive method). A comparison the counting rate due to each element (including
calcium) with that from an appropriate standard containing a known quantity of the element
in the body provides a direct determination of interesting contents in the body.

As all the six stable isotopes of calcium are present in the human body, a decision must
be made by each experimenter which particular isotope suits his purpose best. Of the six
mentioned above calcium isotopes only two 46Ca (abund. 0.004%) and 48Ca (abund.
0.187%) can be quantified by thermal neutron capture reactions (see Table II).

Calcium-41 formed during neutron capture by 40Ca (having 96.941% abundance) is
practically useless for external gamma counting systems, because of its a 105 year half-life
and K- capture decay, so its production is extremaly low and its detection difficult.
Although the production of 45Ca by thermal neutrons on 2.086% abundant 44Ca takes
place, 45Ca cannot be used conveniently for the analysis because of its unfavorable nuclear
properties, viz. the absence of gamma rays, decay by soft beta rays, long half-life and low
production rate. The natural abundance of 46Ca (0.004%) as well as long half-life of the
reaction product 47Ca (Tin = 4.54d) make its use not feasible. Calcium-48 constitutes only
0.187% of naturally occuring calcium, after the (n/y) reaction with a cross section of 1.09
barn forms 8.8 min 49Ca readily distinguishable from other induced radioactivities by its very
energetic 3084.4 keV gamma-rays in 92% of the decays.



The emissions from the 49Ca radioisotope are counted by placing the patient in a whole-
body counter for a few minutes and are corrected for the rapid decay of the radionuclide.

Table EL Thermal neutron capture reactions with stable isotopes of calcium

Isotope

"•"Ca
40 Ca

42Ca

43Ca

44Ca

4SCa

48Ca

Abundance
(%)

100
96.941

0.647

0.135

2.086

0.004

0.187

Reaction

(n,y)
40Ca(n>Y)41Ca

42Ca(n,Y)43Ca

43Ca(n,Y)44Ca

44Ca(n,Y)45Ca

46Ca(n,Y)47Ca

48Ca(n,Y)49Ca

Termal
neutron
capture
cross

section (barn)
0.43± 0.04
0.40 ± 0.04

0.65 ± 0.07

6.2 ± 0.6

1.03 ± 0.09

0.70 ± 0.11

1.09 ± 0.14

Relative
number
of
neutrons
captured*
100

90.18

0.98

1.95

5.00

0.006

0.47

Reaction
product

-
41Ca

42Ca
(stable)
44Ca
(stable)
45Ca

47Ca

49Ca

Tia

-

1.4xl05y

162.7 d

4.54d

8.8 min

Mode
of

decay

-
EC,
no Y

P">
no y

P",Y

P-.Y

Main gamma
ray energy

(keV)

-

489.2 (6.74%)
807.9 (6.89%)
1297.1 (74.9%)
3084.4(92.1%)
4071.9 (7%)
4738.2(0.21%)

*The number of captured neutrons per calcium isotope taking as a reference 100 neutrons
captured by natural calcium. These values are calculated using the abundances and cross
sections [6] from columns 2 and 4.

From the induced 49Ca activity, because the irradiating neutron flux is known, the
quantity of 48Ca that must have been present can be calculated. Once the 48Ca content is
known, the total body calcium can be determined from ratio 100/0.187. This method is of
course usable in those centers that possese suitable neutron fluxes [reactor, cyclotron, linear
accelerator, various isotopic (Pu-Be), (Am-Be) neutron sources] and a whole -body
counter. Due to the small abundance of 48Ca and rather quite small cross section a large
yield of 49Ca cannot be expected with small fluxes of neutrons. By this simple procedure the
investigators are able to measure the patient calcium content to a few percent and within an
hour calcium atoms which were made radioactive have decayed away and are no longer in
the patients body. The number of thermal neutrons is rapidly attenuated as they diffuse
through the human tissue. The exponential fall-off of the thermal neutron flux density (cpu,)
in tissue (half-value layer =1.8 cm) precludes the direct use of an incident beam of thermal
neutrons for total body calcium determination. To overcome this shortcoming, beams of
epithermal neutrons ( energy between 0.8 eV and 0.1 MeV) are used to treat deep seated
bones. Epithermal neutrons lose energy as they penetrate the tissue and as they thermalized
inside the body, they can reach the bones at greather depths (of the order of
centimeters).Therefore, moderated fast neutrons have to be used to generate thermal
neutrons at necessary depth, with tissue itself acting as an additional moderator. Adequate



fluence rates of epithermal neutrons can be provided with special facilities having suitable
systems of filters.

Recent neutron cross section data [6] indicate that fast nautron induced reactions should
also be considered in selecting a stable calcium isotope for in vivo studies.

Preliminary information about activities encountered in the activation of calcium by
14 MeV neutrons can be inferred from Table III . The three most predominant reactions in
the neutron energy range of interest are the (n,2n), (n,p) and (n, a). In general, the cross
sections of reactions with neutron emission [the (n,2n), for example] have higher values
than those with charged -particle * emission [(n,p), (n,d), (n,t),(n,x) and (n,a)].
The radioactive nuclides produced by the (n,2n) reaction from the natural calcium target are
39,4i,45,47Ca ^gee T a b l e JJJ^ Qu t of t f t e s e 3!>Ca [s n o t formed by 14 MeV neutrons because the

reaction threshold is at 16.0 MeV. The 45Ca cannot be detected easily because of its
unfavorable nuclear properties mentioned above and extremely low isotopic abundance of
46Ca resulting in a low production rate of 45Ca. The 41Ca is also practically uselles for y-ray
detection because its production rate is low and it decays only by K capture with a very
long half-life. Only 47Ca has favorable nuclear properties (see Table III).

Many potassium activities (see Table III) are induced by the (n,p), (n,np), (n,pn) and
(n,d) reactions on various calcium isotopes. A few of them are not suitable for detection.
For example, the production of 45K is low because the target material 46Ca has low
abundance. The 46'47-48K activities have short half-lives. The half-life of 40K is very long.
Therefore, only the 42>43>44K activities are suitable for detection by gamma-ray spectrometry.
Because the isotopes of calcium have adjacent mass numbers, the same radioactive products
are sometimes produced by different reactions. For example, 43K may be produced in the
43Ca(n,p)43K and 44Ca(n,np) 43K reactions.

Similar considerations apply to the argon radioisotopes formed in the (n,a) reactions. Of
the six isotopes of argon that are formed, two (37>39Ar) are not easy for measurements
because of the absence of y-rays, 40Ar is stable, 43Ar is weakly formed as a result of the low
isotopic abundance of the corresponding target (46Ca) and 45Ar is difficult to detect
because of its short half-life. Therefore, only the 41Ar activity is suitable for y-ray
spectroscopic measurements.

The 42'43>44K,
 41Ar and 47Ca activities in the natural Ca sample are easily identified via

observation of their known y lines with identifiable half-lives.

To be useful in medical and biological studies in the bone disease diagnostics and in
examination of the calcium loss in the astronaut bodies, the measuring method has to meet
requirements, namely: 1) do not require whole body counting with its inherent errors due to
different counting efficiency for different size persons, 2) be free of interferences from other
isotopes produced in human body, 3) assure the lowest radiation dose for patient required
for investigation, 4) have high counting efficiency and 5) have reasonable cost.

The analysis of the above mentioned requirements and of the activities induced by fast
neutrons in calcium isotopes directed attention of investigators to 40Ca with its great natural
abundance equal almost 97% and 37Ar activity induced in the (n,oc) reaction.

"For out going protons, deuterons, tritons, helium-3 and helium-4 we use the symbols
p,d,t,x and a, respectively.



Table III
Q-values (in MeV) and products (with their half-lives and decay modes) of 14 MeV

neutron induced reactions on stable calcium isotopes. The Q - values are calculated
using the mass tables of Ref. [7 ]

Nv Target
N. isotojric

\ ^ abund.

Reaction N,

(n,2n)

(n>P)

(n,np)
(n,d)

(n,a)

• 4 0 C a

96.941

39Ca
-15.64
0.86s

p + , y

4 0 K

-0.54
1.28x109y

EC,P+,P

39K

Stable

37Ar
1.748
35.4d

EC, noy

42Ca

0.647

41Ca
-11.48

1.4x105y
EC, no Y

4 2 K

-2.75
12.36 h

P - . Y

41K
-10.68

Stable

39Ar
0.34

269 y
P" , n o y

43Ca

0.135

4 2 ^
Ca

Stable

4 3 K •

-1.04
22.3 h

P " , Y

42K
-12.27
-8.45
12.36 h

P" , Y

40Ar

Stable

44Ca

2.086

43Ca

Stable

4 4 K

- 4.88
22.13 m

P " , Y

4 3 K

-13.81
-10.04
22.3 h

P"» Y

41Ar
-2.75
183 h

P " , Y

46Ca

0.004

45Ca
-10.39
162.7 d
P\ no Y

4 6 K

-6.93
1.9 m

P - , Y

45K
-15.81
-11.58
7.9 m

P " , Y

43Ar
-5.51
5.4 m

P " . Y

4 8 ^

Ca

0.187

4 7 ^

Ca
-9.94
4.54 d

P 5 Y

4 « K

-11.31
6.8 s

P " , Y

47K

-13.58
17.6 s

P" , Y

45Ar
-8.84

21.5 s

P " , Y

Key to Table III

Product nucleus
Reaction Q-value
Half life
Decay mode

The rection product Ar being an inert radioactive gas is not chemically bound in the
body of the subject, but is exhaled over a period of time (the time required for more than
95% of 37Ar to leave the body is about 2 hours for humans). Radioisotope 37Ar is formed
in the bone from where it diffuses into the blood which circulates rapidly to lungs and



finally the 37Ar is exhaled. The components of normal expired air are approximately
75% N2, 16% O2, 4% CO2, 1% fraction consisting of small quantities of H2O vapour,
Ar, H2 etc.
The small amount of 37Ar must be separated and purified from the other gaseous
components (practically separation of micro quantities of 37Ar from macroquantities of
nitrogen is required).

Since isotope 37Ar decays exclusively by electron capture producing 2.6 keV chlorine X-
rays (6.5%) and in 93.5% of decays emits Auger electrons having an energy of 2.8 keV, the
most suitable detector is a gas proportional counter. These soft radiations are absorbed
within a small proportional counter with 100% efficiency. Due to its soft radiation and
inertness, and consequently small radiation hazard, 37Ar finds also applications in
environmental investigations. This radioactive argon can be quantified by counting breath
samples. Hence a washout of 37Ar from the body can be related back to the content of 40Ca
and consequently to the total body calcium.

Two argon radioisotopes 37Ar and 41Ar are produced during fast neutron irradiation of
bone calcium [ in the 40Ca(n,a)37Ar and 44Ca (n,a)41Ar reactions]. The decay half-lives of
these radioisotopes are 35.4 days and 1.83 hours, respectively. The cross sections for these
reactions for 14 MeV neutrons are 129 mb (see Fig 2) and 30 mb, (see Fig 3) respectively.

From the cross sections values and the natural abundances of 40Ca and 44Ca it can be
calculated that 37Ar is produced 186 times more than 41Ar. However since the half-life of
37Ar is 460 times longer than 41Ar, the initial activity of 41Ar would be about 3 times that
37Ar. Since it takes 1 to 2 hours for argon to be excreated from the body, the activity of the
two isotopes would be nearly the same at the time of counting. For longer counting times
(several hours or days) 37Ar would provide a much higher total count.

A problem in using the 41Ar activity as a measure of total body calcium is that the (n,p)
reaction on 41K (as it occurs in 6.7% abundance in natural potassium and, of course, in our
bodies) also produces 41Ar . Therefore, the one of the potassium isotopes in the body
produces first kind of interference (nuclide used for measurement produced by another
element) for the calcium measurement. The radioisoope 41Ar is formed from potassium in
soft tissue and would be released more rapidly than from the bone.

The second kind of interference (the gamma-ray emitted by the nuclide used for
measurement has an energy very similar to that from another nuclide) results from 47Ca
radioisotope. A strong 1293.7 keV peak from 41Ar produced in the 44Ca(n,a) 41Ar reaction
interferes with the 1297.1 keV gamma ray peak 47Ca (T1/2 = 4.54 d) produced by
the 48Ca(n,2n) 47Ca reaction. These two gamma rays could not be completely resolved by
Ge(Li) detector . This source of inerference may be readily overcome by carrying out the
decay curve analysis (as the half-life of 41Ar is appreciably smaller than that of 47Ca, a
suitable cooling period reduces the 41Ar activity more strongly than the 47Ca activity).

There is no apparent inerference in the use of 37Ar as a calcium measurement except that
41Ar must be allowed to decay away before counting. When comparing 37Ar and 41Ar for
use in the total body calcium measurement in regards to the lowest radiation dose,
inerferences and counting sensitivity make the 37Ar to be by far the best isotope to collect
and measure.
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As it was mentioned earlier 42Ca, 43Ca and 44Ca undergo (n,p) reactions to produce
12.76h 42K [ main y line 1524.6 keV (Ir = 18.3%)], 22.3 h 43K [main y lines
372.8 (IY=87.9%) and 617.5 keV (Iy = 78.3%)] and 22.3 min 44K [ main y lines 1157 keV
(IY = 58.2%), 2150.8 keV (Ir = 22.8%), 2519 keV (Iy = 9.7%) and 3661.4 keV (I? = 6.1%)]
all decaying by y emission. The use of the 42K activity is excluded because of inteference by
thermal-neutron activation of naturally occuring 41K present in nearly all biological samples
to yield 42K in the 41K(n,y) 42K reaction.

The first method of the total body calcium measurement is made practicable by the fact
that there is a large amount of calcium present in the human body (1.5 percent by weight,
approximate amount in 70 kg standard man-1050 grams) and also because short-lived
(Ti/2= 8.8 min) 49Ca produces high energy y-rays of which 3084.4 keV (Iy= 92%) y-ray is
readily detected in the presence of much larger activities of lower energy radiation.

The long half-life and small energy of emitted y-rays make use of 43K feasible.
Theoretically only 44K offers good possibilities due to its short half-life and the emission of
a large number of y-transitions, including some high energy ones which makes it easy to
detect and intentify without need of shielding y-ray detector. The investigator, if he wants
to use the first method, needs to have three apparatus : an accelerator (neutron source) and
a whole body counter with rapid transport (of irradiated patient) system from the place of
irradiation to the place of detection.

The emission of high energy y-rays (up to 5.5 MeV) by 44K suggests a detection of it in
measurements of total body calcium in an unshielded environment (without a need for
whole body counter) what is very important from economic considerations. Studies of
applicability of ^K have been limited because of the low 44Ca(n,p) 44K reaction cross section
and the low fluxes that are available for energetic neutrons. Excitation functions of the
44Ca(n,p) ^K reaction is shown in Fig 4. It has an effective energetic threshold of 4.9 MeV.
The cross section value for 14 MeV neutrons is 40mb. Probably this small value of reaction
cross section was discouraging for many researchers. We have undertaken a preliminary
study of applicability of this reaction for the total body calcium determination.

If the WK gamma rays are proposed for the estimation of human body calcium it is
necessary to know perfectly all the 44K gamma ray spectrum up to the highest energy. It
must be remembered that together with ^K activity during human body irradiation with
14 MeV neutrons other elements existing in the human body with considerable abundances
(as example P, Na, Cl, Mg, Fe, ) adds their activities with respective gamma rays
(fortunately all with energies lower than 3 MeV!) to the total spectrum.

There was no problem for us to obtain pure 44K gamma ray spectrum because a sample
of 44CaCO3 with extremaly high (98.6%) enrichment was at our disposal.

But we planned to irradiate phantom filled with aqueous solution of calcium. Although
CaCC>3 compound has high percent content of calcium, it is unsoluble in water contrary to
calcium nitrate [Ca(NC>3)2 x 4 H2O] which was used (with water) as filler. Before irradiation
of phantom filled with calcium nitrate, it was necessary to obtain a gamma ray spectrum of
massive (600g) sample of calcium nitrate irradiated (and measured) in ,,good geometry"
(Marinelli beaker). And at the end, since 99% of total body calcium is sequestered in the
skeleton, we irradiated a fragment (arm) of human skeleton for the detection of the
expected 44K activity.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Neutron source

TheHMeV neutrons [8] for our irradiations were produced in the 3H (d,n) 4He
reaction by bombarding thick tritium-titanium targets with deuteron beam from Cockroft-
Walton type accelerator of 200 keV instaled at the Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies at
Swierk.

3.2. Neutron detectors

Two different types of neutron detectors were used in our experiment. The first was
multisphere Bonner type neutron detector [ 9 ] . We used also a second (frequently used in
neutron laboratories) detector in the form of copper discs. The activity of 64Cu (Ti/2 =12.8
h) induced in the reaction 65Cu (n,2n) 64Cu (the Q value of the reaction - 9.9 MeV) with the
well known reaction cross section was used as a measure of the neutron flux. Because of its
high threshold energy, this reaction is insensitive to low energy neutrons . The 64Cu activity
was identified and measured by detecting y-ray of 1345.8 keV of known intensity (0.55%).

3.3. Sample preparation , phantom and skeletal arm

The samples used were prepared by pressing calcium carbonate (44CaCO3 ) and calcium
nitrate [(Ca(NOs)2 x 4 H2O] powders into polyethylene containers shaped in the form of
discs. The enriched sample (98.6% enriched in 44Ca ) with the mass of 206.4 mg was
suplied by Oak Ridge Nat.Lab. (USA). The sample of natural isotopic abundance with mass
of 600g was prepared from calcium nitrate tetrahydrate p.a. (POCh S.A. Gliwice, Poland)
purity better than 99%. Copper monitor foil (cj) = 44 mm, lmm thick, mass 13.25 g) had
purity 99.9%.

Any material that simulates a body tissue in its interaction with ionizing radiation is
termed a tissue substitute. A structure that contains one or more tissue substitutes and is
used to simulate radiation interactions in the body is termed phantom. A phantom may
simulate a volume of body tissue with regard to anatomical structures such as shape and
spatial mass-density distribution. Actual body organs and tissues may be incorporated into a
phantom. So phantoms can be of varying degrees of complexity and anatomical accuracy
depending on the purpose. They are used widely in radiotherapy, radiological imaging,
nuclear medicine, radiation protection and radiobiology.

In this work, the term ,,phantom" refers to a manikin —> a model of the human body,
commonly in detachable pieces (sometime, in the jargon of the field ,,plastic man"). The
complete phantom may by divided into six regions which represents torso, pelvis, head and
neck, arms and legs for adult and children. Generally, the phantom is constructed from a ten
polyethylene cylinders (bottles) of circular (neck,arms and legs) and eliptical (the rest) cross
section and different heights.The phantoms should be constructed to match the patient size,
shape and elemental composition. This is impractical in routine clinical work. A better
solution is to compare the patient's spectra with those from a phantom of constant size and
shape and then correct the results using the known size and shape of each patient. The
correction factors may be determined by simulating subjects of various weights and heights
using combinations of the parts of phantoms containing the known amounts of the elements
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of interest. Although individuals vary considerably in such respects, it is important to have a
well defined reference individual. Hopefully such a reference individual exists. We
performed our measurements with the phantom corresponding to a standard man .The
chemical and element distribution in total body of the standard man is shown in Table IV.

From Table IV it is clearly seen, that subject (the standard man) has weight of 70 kg,
height 170 cm and 1.5% (by weight) calcium content (1050g). The standard man is well
represented by BOMAB (Bottle Manikin Absorber) phantoms (see Fig 5). The size and
shape of this phantom could be conveniently and easily varied to match closely the body
dimensions of any member or european (including Poland) population.

Fig. 5 Original BOMAB Phantom.
Total assembly represents a human, 170 cm tall,
(a- 20 cm ; b-10 cm ; c- 40 cm ; d- 20 cm ; e- 40 cm ; f-40 cm)
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Table IV, Element distribution in total body of the standard Man

Element

Oxygen
Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Calcium
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Potassium
Sodium
Chlorine
Magnesium
Iron
Zinc
Rubidium
Strontium
Copper
Aluminium
Lead
Tin
Iodine
Cadmium
Manganese
Barium
Arsenic
Antimony
Lanthanum
Niobium
Titanium
Nickel
Boron
Chromium
Ruthenium
Thalium
Zirconium
Molybdenium
Cobalt
Beryllium
Gold
Silver
Lithium
Bismuth
Vanadium
Uranium
Cesium
Galium
Radium

Symbol

O
C
H
N
Ca
P
S
K
Na
Cl
Mg
Fe
Zn
Rb
Sr
Cu
Al
Pb
Sn
I
Cd

Mn
Ba
As
Sb
La
Nb
Ti
Ni
B
Cr
Ru
Tl
Zr
Mo
Co
Be
Au
Ag
Li
Bi
V

u
Cs
Ga
Ra

Per cent by
weight

65.0
18.0
10.0

3.0
1.5
1.0
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.0057
0.0033
0.0017
2X10"4

1.4 x 10"4

1.4 x 10"4

1.1 x 10 4

4.3 x 10*
4.3 x 10*
4.3 x 10*
3 x 10 s

2.3 x 10*
1.4 x 10'4

1.3 x 10 4

7 x 10*
7 x 10 s

2.1 x 10 s

1.4 x 10 s

1.4 x 10 "s

8.6 x lO*
8.6 x 10*
8.6 x 10*
8.6 x 10*
7 x 10*
4.3 x 10*
3 xlO*
1.4 x 10*
1.4 x 10"6

1.3 x 10*
4.3 x 10"7

1.4 x 10"7

3 x 108

1.4 x 10'8

3 x 10"9

1.4 x 1013

Approximate amount in
70kg man,170 cm tall

(grams)
45500
12600

7000
2100
1050

700
175
140
105
105
. 35.

4
2.3
1.2
0.14
0.1
0.1
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.016
0.1
0.09
0.05
0.05
0.015
0.01
0.01
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.001
9 x 104

3 x 104

10"4

2 x 10*
10*

2 x 10*
l o-io
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There are two requirements essential for the measurements of the total body calcium
content by neutron activation: a uniform fast neutron flux distribution through the human
body and a uniform counting sensitivity (if the whole body is counted). Of these two
requirements, the first one is more difficult to attain.

Laboratory investigations of the Service of Radiological Protection at the Institute of
Atomic Energy in Swierk are directed toward developing a system of measuring external
and internal radioactivities of the total body in which a patient lies on his back in a bed or
chair [10 ]. The distance between the center of the HPGe detector volume and area of bed
(chair) is 42 cm.

This measuring geometry has been accepted for irradiation a phantom taking a center of
tritium target (neutron source) as a reference point as shown in Fig 6 a,b.

Prior to the 14 MeV neutron irradiation, a BOMAB phantom was filled with 58.5 litres
of aqueous solution of calcium nitrate (containing 1050 grams of calcium) representing
skeletal tissue.

An arm of (woman) skeleton was also used for neutron irradiation and detection of
expected 44K activity induced in the 44Ca(n,p) 44K reaction.

Taking into account the fact that in our experiments the layer of tritium targets were
thick enough to stop completely the deuterons from accelerator and dimensions of the
44CaCC>3 and natCa(NOs)2 samples and skeletal arm the overall weighted average of neutron
energy is 14.8 ± 0.2 MeV [8].In the case of phantom, the energy range of bombarding
neutrons is 13.4-14.8 MeV [8] .

In the calculations of neutron fluxes from the 64Cu activities the value of the cross
section for the 65Cu(n,2n) 64Cu reaction was taken from Ref. [ 6 ] . The contribution to the
64Cu yield due to parasitic neutrons from the 2H(d,n) 3He reaction (implantation of
deuterons into titanium layer) can be neglected because of high energy threshold of the
(n,2n) reaction and the low energy of those neutrons (En- 3 MeV).

In order to induce mainly the 44K activity (Tm= 22.1 min) the time of bombardment of
samples 44Ca, natCa and skeletal arm was 1 hour. Only in case of the phantom this time was
shorter and equal 20 min ( «Ti/2 of 44K).
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Fig. 6 a,b Tritium target assembly with phantom in place lying on bed (a)
and chair (b).
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3.4 Activity measurements

The activities of the radionuclides produced in the individual irradiated CaCO3,natCa(NO3)2

targets, the BOMAB phantom, the skeletal arm and the Cu monitor foils were measured by
y-ray spectroscopy using germanium detectors.

Photons emitted from the enriched 44CaCO3 samples were measured at the Metrological
Laboratory of Radioactive Materials (MLRM) in Radioisotope Centre in Swierk.

The y-spectra were registired with high purity Ge-detector (Canberra GC 1520, volume
72 cm3, 1.8 keV energy resolution for 1332 keV) connected with ND-76 (Nuclear Data)
computerized spectrometric system and processed using ASAP (ND) program with a PC
computer.

The efficiency determination of the HPGe detector up to about 5162 keV was necessary
for the present experiment. The most suitable isotopic source of photons of energy close to
the mentioned above energy range is 56Co (multiline source with y-lines ranging from 846.7
to 3548 keV). Beyond 3548 keV no radionuclide is usable as a reference source. The
absolute detector efficiency calibration was performed using standard mono-and multi-line
calibrated source manufactured in MLRM and S6Co produced in C-30 cyclotron proton
beam at the Sottan Institute for Nuclear Studies (SINS) in Swierk. The resulted detector
efficiency for 1 cm distance between the source (sample) and the detector is shown in Fig 7.
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o
c
0
ig 0.010
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LJJ

0:001

HP Ge Detector
vol. 72 cm3

Canberra GC 15

100 1000

Energy (keV)
10000

Fig. 7 Efficiency (sr) as a function of y-ray energy on log-log plot for
extended source at a 1 cm source to 72 cm3 HPGe detector
(CANBERRA GC 1520). The solid line is a fit of Eq.l to
the experimental data. The dotted line is an extrapolation
of efficiency up to 5.5 MeV.
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The final curve was obtained by fitting with the commonly used polynomial function to the
experimental points

= EA i(lnE r)
1

i 0
(1)

where s (Ey) is the absolute efficiency for photons of energy Ey (in keV) and A; are the
fitted coefficients.

In order to extend the efficiency curve to include y-ray energies up to 5162 keV as
observed in 44K decay, a straight line extrapolation was used for higher energies (from
3548 keV to 5162 keV). As it is seen in the high energy region the efficiency is sufficiently
linear in the log-log plot of Fig 7. This guarantees that the extrapolation from the last
experimental points at 3548 keV from 56Co to higher energies of 44K shown by dotted line
in Fig 7.is plausible. Such extrapolation in this energy range is certainly valid to within ±
10%.

The y-ray spectra of irradiated natural Ca(NC>3)2 sample (after transferring it to Marinelli
beaker) and Cu monitoring foil were taken with a 177 cm3 HPGe detector (ORTEC, Model
GMX, Be window) connected via linear amplifier (TENNELEC TC 245) to 4096-channel
computerized multichannel analyser in the Department of Physics of SINS Swierk.
Efficiency (s) of this detector as a function of y-ray energy (80 keV - 3.5 MeV) on a log-
log plot in the geometry Marinelli beaker is shown in Fig 8.
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HP Ge Detector
vol. 177 cm3

ORTEC Mode! GMX

100 1000 10000

Energy (keV)

Fig.8 Efficiency (sr) as a function of y-ray energy (80 keV - 3.5 MeV)
on log-log plot for 177 cm3 HPGe detector (ORTEC,Model GMX,
Be window) with extended sources in the Marinelli beaker geometry.
The solid line is a fit of Eq.2 to experimental data. The dotted line
is an extrapolation of efficiency up to 6 MeV.
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For low energy region below 2 MeV, a mixed radionuclide y-ray reference source of Du
Pont was used. Data for 2-3.5 MeV were obtained using calibrated 56Co (produced on
proton beam of 30 MeV cyclotron at the INS Swierk). The obtained efficiency was fitted to
a function of:

In Sy = a-b In F^ (a = 6.3258, b = 0.8589, Ey in keV) forEY>100keV (2)

Both the mentioned above HPGe detectors were shielded to reduce the background.
They were surrounded by a standard rectangular shield 55x55x50 cm (high) of special Pb
blocks which are less radioactive (than normal Pb) and lined with Cd,Cu and plexiglass
sheets.

The gamma rays following the 14 MeV neutron bombardment of phantom and skeletal
arm were also detected by a HPGe detector (Silene,volumel83 cm3,type PRGC-4019, 1.9
keV energy resolution for 1332 keV 60Co connected with computerized Silena Varo
multichannel analyzer) allowing identification of different radioisotopes.

This large volume HPGe detector is used in the whole body counter (large enough to
scan the whole body of a human adult) of the Service of Radiological Protection
(Inst.At.Energy, Swierk) placed 42 cm from the center of germanium detector to the area of
bed (chair) and housed in an iron compartment 252 x 147 x 210 cm (high),as shown in Fig
9a,b and Fot 1.
The room is lined with iron plates 20 cm thick lined with sheets of 0.5 cm Pb, 0.01 cm
Cd and 0.05 cm Cu. Fot 1. illustrates both the compartment, the germanium detector and
the position of the phantom being counted. The natural body conntent of 40K, 137Cs, radium
and other radionuclides has been determined with this detector for a many subjects (see, for
example Fig 10 which presents gamma-ray spectrum of one of the coauthors of the present
publication) as well as accidental contamination with such radioactive substances as U, Th,
Pu and its fission products 131I, 134>137Cs and so on. Thus there was no problem
extending its application to the total body calcium measurements. Of course, also for this
detector system it was necessary to extend its energy range to higher energies with a 56Co
source.
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3.5 Dosimetry

During the irradiaation of the phantom and skeletal arm a number of assessments of the
neutron dose rate were made. Dose in the phantom may be derived from a knowledge of
the neutron output of 200 kV neutron generator. This was measured (as it was mentioned
earlier) by the activation of copper discs and counting the gamma radiation using a
counting geometry of known efficiency and Bonner type neutron monitor.

Independently, a third neutron monitor (calibrated in Sv units, model NM 28
manufactured by Nuclear Interprises Limited Berkshire, England) was placed underneath
the phantom bed and was used as a dosimeter. It consisted of a BF3 proportional counter
embedded in a cylindrical section of polythene and surrounded by an additional combined
moderating system giving a flat response of this counter for neutrons of energies between
0.03-10 MeV. The response for 14 MeV neutrons is lower by a factor 2.

The neutron dose rate that would be received by a person (phantom) occupying the same
position as the Sv-meter are equal.

The three neutron detectors gave consistent read-out for the neutron flux.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The studies of the y-ray spectra accompanying the interaction of slow, intermediate and fast
neutrons with the body consistituent elements (N, Na, Cl, Ca, and so on) by its
identification and quantification have demonstrated potential effectivness of the total body
in vivo neutron activation analysis [3-5,11].

The spectrum of emitted y-rays from the enriched 44CaCO3 sample after 14 MeV
neutron irradiaation is shown in Fig. 11.

Most of the peaks seen in this spectrum result from 44K produced by the (n,p) reaction
on 44Ca. The 44K (Ti/2=22.13 min) nucleus emits many y lines including some high energy
ones, which makes it easy to detect it and identify. A strong prominent y-rays (with
respective emission probabilities Py) at 1157 (0.58), 2150.8 (0.227), 2519 (0.097) and
3661.4 (0.061) keV are easily seen. Although in the high energy part of the spectrum two
lines with energies 4865.8 and 5162 keV exist, they are very weak and the efficiency of the
germanium detector in this energy range is also low. The efficiency determination of the
Canberra GC1520 HPGe detector was necessary for measuring the full energy y-ray
spectrum obtained from the 44K activity. Above 2 MeV it is hard to find radionuclides
suitable for an efficiency calibration. There are two suitable multienergy y-ray emitters close
to the mentioned energy range: 56Co (Ti/2 = 72.3 d; 263 < Ey < 3600 keV and 66Ga (TV2 =
9.9 h; 292 < Ey 4800 keV) easy produced with proton beams in the 56Fe (p,n)56Co and
66Zn(p,n)66Ga reactions at the SINS C-30 cyclotron in Swierk. It is seen that the 3661.4
keV y-ray is the most suitable one for the 44K activity measurement. The second best choice
is the 2150.8 keV photopeak. During neutron irradiation of the 44Ca sample (equal 1 hour)
the 43K and 41Ar activities are also formed according to the reactions given in Table III.
Because of the large differences in the half-lives of 43K, 44K and 41Ar it was easy to
distinguish between them.
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Fig. 9 Two measuring geometries applied in the whole body counter :
a) bed geometry, b) chair geometry.
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Fig.9.b) chair geometry



Fot. 1 Interior of the Service of Radiological Protection (I. A.E, Swierk)
whole body counter [used routinely for measuring among other
things total body potassium (TBK) by detecting the gamma
radiation (1461 keV) from the naturally occuring radioisotope
potassium-40 (40K)]. The counter room is constructed of steel and
lead to exclude any background radioactivity so that the HPGe
detector (shiny cylinder above torso of phantom) can accurately
determine the radioisotopic content of the phantom (subject's
body).
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Fig. 10 Whole body counter measurement of radioactivity content of a normal
uncontaminated adult during 20 min. The naturally radioactive isotope of
potassium - 40K normally in the every human body and 137Cs are seen.
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Keeping in mind the results obtained with the enriched 44Ca sample, for investigation of
44K activity induced by 14 MeV neutrons in natural sample it is enough to extend the
calibration of 177 cm3 HPGe detector only up to 3600 keV easy obtainable with the long-
lived 56Co.

For natural sample investigation the same time of irradiation equal 1 hour (nearly 3 Ti/2
of 44K activity) was used. At the end of irradiation the target was allowed to cool for some
minutes during transportation from the neutron generator laboratory to the y-ray
spectrometer working in another building. The content of the polyethylene cylindrical box
(t|) = 11 cm, h = 5 cm, weight of the Ca(NC>3)2 sample (600g) was transferred to the
Marinelli beaker (V=450 cm3). The y-ray spectrum obtained is shown in Fig 12.

The comparison of the induced activities and the y-ray peaks resulting from irradiation of
the strongly enriched 44CaCC>3 and natural Ca(NOs)2 samples confirms our expectations -
both spectra are almost identical with the same prominent y-ray peaks from the 44K activity
(taking into account abundances in both samples!). This fact is much promising for phantom
irradiation [(also filled with water solution of Ca(NO3)2J.

A strong 1293.7 keV peak from 41Ar (Ti/2 = 1.83 h)'produced in the 44Ca(n,a)41Ar
reaction can be also seen in Fig. 12. Even though this peak is much smaller in the study of
the natural calcium sample (which has a low abundance of 44Ca). It interferes with the
1297. IkeVy peak from 47Ca (Tm = 4.54 d) produced by the 48Ca(n,2n)47Ca reaction. These
two y-rays could not be completely resolved in our experiment. If the y-rays from 44K decay
are to be used for searching calcium in the phantom the most suitable ones will be the four
strongest y-lines mentioned above.

As it was mentioned earlier only two irradiation and measuring position with phantom
were considered. In the first position phantom (osteoporoitic patient) is lying supine in a
bed. The neutron source (tritium target) is positioned above the phantom which is
unilaterally irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons. Using this position it is imposible to get a
uniformity of phantom irradiated what was confirmed in our y activity measurements.
Although this position is very comfortable for phantoms (patients) enabling them to
maintain the required physical position for both irradiation and counting position with
minimum distress our preliminary measurements suggested to relinquish the bed position . A
better homogeneity of the irradiation and uniformity of the counting was achieved in the
chair geometry. A considerable improvement is introduced by a constant distance between
the neutron source and phantom (excluding legs). The duration of the irradiation should be
adjusted to the calcium content. In general, irradiation longer than 2 half-lives, i. e. 42
minutes will not add significantly to the sensitivity and accuracy of the analysis, and will
only increase the probability of an interference from long-lived radioisotopes.

The y-ray spectrum measured during 1 hour of a phantom irradiated for 20 minutes with
the neutron output 5 x 1012 n/ 4% and within the next 8 minutes transported to the whole
body counter is shown in Fig 13.
The two y-lines with highest emission probabilities (1157 and 2150 keV) and in high energy

part of the spectra the y line with 3661 keV energy are clearly seen. In addition to the y-
lines from 44K, as a result of moderation of the 14 MeV neutrons in water (probably in the
highest volume of phantom in its torso) we can see the y-lines belonging to 49Ca formed in
the 48Ca(n,y)49Ca reaction.Using Sv-meter we found in phantom position a radiation dose
equal 2.5 mSv .
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Fig. 12 Gamma-ray spectrum (energies of y-lines are given in keV) produced by
Ca(NC>3)2- 4H2O sample having mass 600 grams irradiated with 14 MeV
neutrons during 1 hour.Total neutron output 9 x 1012 (n/47r)/lh. Transport
time8min, measuring time lh. Besides the 44K activity we can see 42>43K
activities induced in the 42>43Ca(n,p)42>43K reactions by 14 MeV neutrons
and two activities Na and Ca induced in the 23Na(n,y)24Na and
48Ca(n,y)49Ca reactions by part of moderated neutrons in hydrated calcium
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The irradiation time in the case of skeletal arm was one hour [ as for enriched 44CaCC>3
and natural Ca(NOs)2 samples] using neutron output 2x1013 (n/47c)/lh following 10 mSv
radiation dose.

When the skeletal arm of the human body is irradiated with 14 MeV neutrons many of its
constituent elements (C, F, O, P, Na, Mg, Cu, Fe, ) become radioactive and can be
identiefied (and quantified) by examining the characteristic gamma ray emission.

Neutron bombardment converts 44Ca (the most interesting for us), one of stable isotopes
of natural calcium into radioactive isotope of 44K. A gamma spectrum accumulated during
one hour from irradiated arm is shown in Fig 14. Most of the peaks seen in this spectrum
are due to the 44K activity (1157, 2150.8, 2519, 3395.4, 3661.4 keV) from the (n,p)
reaction with 44Ca target.

Since bone is a multi-isotopic material containing a few of the above mentioned
elements, many radioactive isotopes are produced via the (n,2n), (n,p), (n,a) and (n,y)
reactions. Of these the 31P(n,a)28Al., 24Mg(n,p)24Na, 23Na(n,y)24Na, 56Fe(n,p)56Mn,
55Mn(n,y)56Mn, 44Ca(n,a)41Ar and 48Ca(n,2n)47Ca reactions are clearly seen , because they
are gamma emitters making a detection and identification easy. Phosphorous-30 (T1/2 = 25
m) formed in the 31P(n,2n)30P reaction decays emitting a positon which annihilates with an
electron into 511 keV y-rays. Of course, a number of other reaction products (positon
emitters) also contribute to the 511 keV gamma peak in Fig 14.[ as an example the 13N
activity from the 16O(p,a)13N (Ti/2 = 10 m) reaction induced by knocked* energetic protons
from hydrogen atoms in the interaction with 14 MeV neutrons].

It is interesting to note the absence of chlorine activity in the gamma-ray spectrum of
skeletal arm (Fig 13) which appears in all living organisms independently of the kind of
energetic neutrons used for bombarding [34mCl activity (Ty2 - 32 m) is formed by fast
neutrons in the 35Cl(n,2n)34Cl reaction or 38C1 activity (T.1/2 = 37 m) during capture slow
neutrons by 37C1 isotope in the 37Cl(n,y)38Cl reaction]. In the 56Fe(n,p)56Mn reaction fast
neutrons convert one of the iron isotopes into 56Mn which decays with T1/2 = 2.5 h emitting
a 846.8, 1810.7 and 2113 keV gamma rays.

Similarly, in the 24Mg(n,p)24Na reaction one of the stable isotopes of Mg is converted
into 24Na which decays with Ti/2 =15 h and emittsl368.5 and 2753.9 keV gamma rays. In
the case of the 24Na activity interference reaction takes place, namely the 23Na(n,y)24Na
reaction giving an additional activity. The 31P(n,a)28Al reaction converts some phosphorous
nuclei into 28A1 which decays with T1/2 = 2.3 m and emittsl778 keV gamma line.

Among the gamma lines seen in the spectrum of skeletal arm one of them with 1172
keV energy belongs to the 62Co(Ti/2 = 13.9 m) from the 65Cu(n,oc)62Co reaction induced by
fast neutrons. All parts of the arm were linked together with a copper wire and hence the
observed 62Co activity.

* When a fast neutron collides with nucleus it imparts to that nucleus an average energy of
2 En/(1+A)2 where A is the mass number of the nucleus, En - neutron energy.
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Fig. 14 Gamma-ray spectrum (energies of y-lines are given in keV) of a skeletal
arm. Fast neutrons induced among others the 44Ca(n,p)44K, 44Ca(n,a)41Ar,

P(n,a)28Al., 56Fe(n,p)56Mn and 48Ca(n,2n)47Ca
24 3 1 TMg(n,p)"Na, )
reactions. The radioactive reaction products decays with emission of characteristic
y-rays which were readily detected and identified (the gamma-lines belonging
to the 44K activity are marked with asterisks). Irradiation time lh, transport time
5 min, measuring time lh. Total neutron output 2xlO13 (n/47i)/lh.
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We expected that after 1 hour of measurements of the skeletal arm, the short lived
radioactivities, as for example 44K activity, to die out and leave only the long lived
radioactivities. To detect them the skeletal arm was measured during long time (16 hours)
just immediately after the previous lhour measurements. The gamma ray spectrum showing
several photopeaks with their identification is shown in Fig 15.

Some of them are known from Fig 14: peaks with energies 846.8, 1810.7 and 2113 keV
belong to 56Mn (T1/2 = 2.5 h), two peaks 1368.5 and 2753.9 keV belong to 24Na(T1/2 = 15
h), peak with energy 1295 keV is a composite peak. It is a sum of two gamma lines (not
resolved) from two different reaction products having long half-lives, namely 44Ca(n,a)41Ar
and 48Ca(n,2n)47Ca. The line will 524.6 keV belongs to long lived 42K(Ti/2=12.4 h) induced
on 42Ca, one of the stable isotopes of calcium (abundance 0.647%), in the 42Ca(n,p)42K
reaction.

The photopeak with energy 1460.8 keV is well known and belongs to 0.118% abundant
naturally occuring radioactive potassium isotope 40K (Ti/2 = 1.3 x 10 9 y). Also photopeak
with 1345.8 keV energy is well known for us. It belongs to 64Cu(Ti/2 = 12.8 h) resulting
from the 65Cu(n,2n)64Cu reaction decaying by a P" and P+ (with accompanying annihilation
radiation) emission and the following gamma line with 1345.8 keV energy. But the copper
(wire), as it was mentioned earlier is an extraneous material for skeletal arm elemental
content. Besides the 64Cu activity fast neutrons induced in the copper wire third activity
65Zn in the 65Cu(n,p)65Zn (Ti/2 = 2.5 h) reaction which decays with an emission of 1115.5
and 1481.8 keV gamma lines.

In this way we established reference library spectra for 44K activities induced in enriched
and natural calcium samples, phantom filled with water solution of calcium nitrate and
skeletal arm.

We can make some conclusions and extrapolations from these preliminary qualitative
measurements. The procedure described in this paper enables the determination of (with
statistical precision) the total amount of calcium in the body. The results with phantom
indicate that it should be possible to measure the total body calcium using the 44K activities
correlated with the total neutron output. The dose received by a phantom during the
irradiation procedure is in the range 3-4 mSv . However, the phantom used in our work for
the neutron activation and following measurements of gamma ray activities was a poor
representation of a human subject. In other words, a phantom containing homogenously
distributed calcium does not simulate the calcium distribution in the human skeleton. A
solid, plastic, antropomorphic phantom REMAB (Radiation Equivalent Manikin
Absorption) type containing human skeleton is absolutely necessary for quantitative
measurements of TBCa in human subjects and as an ideal standard. The measurements of
44K activity in ideal phantom and volunteers are very important for further more precise
research. Results are sufficiently encouraging to warrant consideration and further research,
particularly if we take into account the fact that the arm used in our masurements is only a
small part (1/20) of the total skeleton. This fact (mass increase) suggests the reduction of
irradiation time (thus reduction the radiation dose) from lOmSv (1 h of irradiation) to 3
mSv at the same total neutron output.

It is instructive to compare (see Table V) radiation doses absorbed by patients
during noninvasive investigations of bone mass by different techniques in which ionising
radiation is involved.
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Fig. 15 Gamma-ray spectrum (energies of y-lines are given in keV) of a skeletal
arm measured during 16 hours after 1 hour 35 minutes from the end
of irradiation .



Table V. Comparative data on the procedures for determination of bone mass

Technique

Single Photon
Absorptiometry

(SPA)*
Dual Photon
Absorptiometry

(DPA)*
Dual Energy X-ray
Absorptiometry

(DEXA)*
Quantitative

Computed
Tomography

(QCT)*
In Vivo

Neutron Activation
Analysis
(IVNAA)

Duration of
examination
(min)

15

20-40

5

10-20

20-40

Effective
dose
mSv

0.1

0.05

0.1-0.3

1-10

3-6

Cost

us$

70

100-150

75

200

150

Capital
cost

US$

-

50000

-

1000000

200000

* Taken from Harry K.Genant et al. Appropriate use of bone densitometry,
Radiology JJO No 3. 817-822 (1989)

It is worthwhile to compare our proposed 44Ca(n,p)44K reaction for the IVNAA of calcium
in human subjects with two well established 48Ca(n,y)49Ca and 40Ca(n,a)41Ar reactions.
Table VI summarises the nuclear properties associated with the three reactions (methods).
The abundance of 40Ca is 520 times greater than that of 48Ca. Also the abundance of 44Ca is
11 times greater than that of 48Ca. The percentage of decays of the reaction products is
similar for the 48Ca(n,y)49Ca and 40Ca(n,a)37Ar reactions and two times higher than the
strongest decay of 44K in the 44Ca(n,p)44K reaction. The cross sections favour the
48Ca(n,y)49Ca reaction at thermal neutron energies.In case of the 40Ca(n,a)37Ar reaction the
maximum of the cross section occurs for incident neutron energies between 6 and 7.5 MeV.
The 44Ca(n,p)44K reaction has an energy threshold of 5 MeV and can be readily induced
with 14 MeV neutrons, but it is only weakly induced by high energy tail of Pu-Be neutron
spectrum. The maximum cross section occurs at 16 MeV and is equal to 45 mb.As for as
the efficiency is concerned, the method II is the best, because 2.8 keV electrons from 41Ar
are nearly in 100 % registered by a proportional counter. Between the 48Ca(n,y) and
44Ca(n,p) reactions (methods I and III) there exist some similarities.The reaction products
are short-lived and some parts of the activities are lost while the subject is transferred from
the irradiation to the counting facilities. The detection efficiency for high energy gamma-
rays depends on the photopeak efficiency of HPGe detectors used.
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Table VI. Properties of the 48Ca(n,y)49Ca , 40Ca(n,a) 37Ar, 44Ca(n,p)44K reactions and
their radioactive products.

Method I

Oth = 1100 mb

0.187% abundant
48Ca(n,y)49Ca (T1/2 = 8.8 m)

P',Y Yi3084keV (92%)
Xy2 4072keV (7%)

49Sc (T1/2 = 57m)
p-,Y

4
49Ti (stable)

Method II

C6Mev = 200 mb

96.941% abundant
40Ca(n,a)37Ar (Ti/2=35.8d)

p-,x p- 2.8 keV(93.5%)
^X-ray (7% Cl)
37CI (stable)

Method III

"i4Mev = 30 mb

2.086% abundant
44Ca(n,p)44K(T1/2=22m)

P-,Y Yill57keV(58%)
|y22151keV(23%)
y32519keV(9.7%)

^y43661keV(6.1%)
44Ca (stable)

To the best of our knowledge method I [the 48Ca(n,y)49Ca reaction] has received a
widespread validation. The half-life of the reaction products is the shortest one (Ti/2= 8.8
m), what helps sensivity, but calls for stream-lined procedure. Although the reaction is
induced by thermal neutrons, really to achieve high sensitivity it is necessary to irradiate
subjects using fast neutrons with premoderation and subsequent thermalisation in the body.
So, all the three methods need fast neutron sources.

Summarizing, we can not propose to use our method for TBCa measurement at
this stage of development although some findings are encouraging.

5. PROPOSITION FOR POLAND

Poland is still lacking in vivo neutron activation facilities for the total body calcium
determination in human subjects. Such a facility would provide a valuable information
complementary to that obtainable with SPA, DP A, DEXA and QCT.

An investigator of the total body composition with neutrons must consider availability,
sensitivity, precision, accuracy, reproducibility, dosimetry and acceptance by patients.
There are two essential requirements for a successful analysis of the elemental contributions
of the body by total body neutron activation analysis : uniform neutron flux density through
the body (homogeneity of irradiation) and uniformity of counting of the induced
radioactivities. Both requirements are equally important !

The next (but not the last) requirement is a possession of suitable source of neutrons. A
number of neutron sources have been used for the measurement of calcium, such as
reactors, cyclotrons, linear accelerators, high current low-voltage cascade accelerators,
isotopic sources 238'239Pu-Be (a,n) and spontaneous fission neutron sources (252Cf).
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High cost of reactors and accelerators normally exclude consideration of them as a
neutron source by medical community.

The development of portable, compact, encapsulated, isotopic Pu-Be(a,n) neutron
sources has considerably simplified the applicability of the method I [the 48Ca(n,y)49Ca
reaction]. These sources produce neutrons with continuous energy spectrum and have wide
energy range (0-11 MeV). The neutron energy from Pu-Be (a,n) sources peaks at about 4-
5 MeV and extends to an energy of about 11 MeV.

Designing a facility for the TBCa analysis with neutrons allows the use of isotopic
sources. They have a number of advantages for the TBNAA (tested in masurements on
phantoms, cadavers, volunteers and patients) over the accelerator neutron sources:

1) The Pu-Be(a,n) source allows a simultaneous bilateral exposure due to its compactness
2) The irradiation geometry is improved [by using multiple (from 12-14) neutron sources]

and simplicity in obtaining a uniform neutron flux is easy attainable.
3) Greater stability is achieved in the neutron output ( constant neutron flux !).
4) Inherent simplicity of the operation. It is not necessary to have services of highly trained

technician to operate the accelerator.
5) Simplicity of the irradiation chamber permits its localization in a convenient place near

the total body counter or hospital environment.
6) Low cost of multiple neutron sources compared with accelerator sources

For this reason we propose to build an irradiation chamber with fourteen sources, [with
yield about 10 8 (n /4TI)/S) each] distributed along the length of the supine patient, above
and below the bed (as it is shown in Fig 16) near our Medical Department in Swierk.

The subject is exposed bilaterally to neutrons and then transferred to a whole body radiation
counter for the measurements of the induced radioactivities. Thus Service of Radiological
Protection (Institute of Atomic Energy) in Swierk with access to a whole body counter
capable of measuring total body 40K, can extend its investigations of body composition to
calcium (and other important body elements). In order to improve the measuring geometry
in existing whole body counter we propose also an instalation of the bed in the shape of
bow ("quasichair") as it is shown in Figl7.
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